
Black Grouse Media - Web Design Terms 

The below are standard terms and conditions for the design and launch of websites by Black 

Grouse Media. By commissioning Black Grouse Media to design a website and payment of the first 

invoice, you are accepting the terms of this document.

1. Services

The Web Designer will provide services as agreed in email confirmations between the Client and 

the Designer.

Design services will include up to two rounds of revisions at initial design stages. This is the scope 

of work the parties agree upon.  

For changes or additional requirements, a change order will have to be filled, agreed upon, and 

signed by both parties. The Web Designer may provide additional rounds of changes at their 

discretion. 

Websites will be designed on the Webflow Platform and will incorporate additional features as 

agreed with the client.  

All fees relating to the hosting of the site, payment for additional services such as email marketing, 

membership platforms, video hosting etc will be the responsibility of the client and these will be 

discussed with the client before being set up by the designer. 

2. Cost and Payment

Costs will be agreed in either a quote or an estimate and no work will be undertaken until a deposit 

of at least 50% of the final balance is paid.  

Payment for the remaining balance must be made before the site is launched.  

If the client decides to not launch the site for any reason, then the work completed to date will be 

charged at the standard rate. Any amount over the 50% deposit paid will then be invoiced. There 

will be no refund of the deposit for any reason.



3. Schedule

The Web Designer will not commence work until after receipt of deposit.  Work will then be 

completed by the Web Designer in stages as follows: 

Stage 1.  

Initial branding guidelines and design mock-ups will be produced and agreed. 

Basic site structure will be agreed. 

Stage 2.  

Main Design Phase - pages will be created as per the agreed structure 

Content will be added to the site 

Stage 3.  

Back-end SEO work 

Google Submission 

Domain Connections 

Site Launch 

Ongoing design work and completion date will be subject to agreement during the design process 

to enable flexibility in timescales for both sides.  

The target date for completion will be agreed before work commences. Any extension to this will be 

communicated to the Client at the earliest possibility.  

There may be occasions where the client needs to grant access to client accounts in relation to 

web hosting, video hosting etc. Delay to granting that access will result in delay to the overall 

design process.

The Client will have 7 business days to review and approve each step. At the end of said time, if 

no answer has been given, the work will be considered approved, and the Web Designer will 

continue their work.  

4. Site Content 

The client will supply all images and copy as required for the site. The Designer may edit or amend 

this content with the Client’s approval in order to improve potential SEO performance. 



5. Confidentiality

During the term of this agreement and afterward, the Web Designer will use reasonable care to 

prevent the unauthorised use or dissemination of Client’s confidential information.  Confidential 

information is limited to information clearly marked as confidential. 

Confidential information does not include information that: the Web Designer knew before Client 

disclosed it; is or becomes public knowledge through no fault of Web Designer; Web Designer 

obtains from sources other than Client who owe no duty of confidentiality to Client, or Developer 

develops independently.  

Where the Client grants access to accounts for web hosting, video hosting, and other associated 

services, the Designer undertakes to keep this information confidential and only to use the 

accounts for the purpose of enabling services on the websites being designed. 

6. Termination of Agreement

This Agreement will automatically terminate when both Parties have performed all their obligations 

under the Agreement and all payments have been made. 

Should there be a desire to terminate the agreement before the completion of the project, the 

Client will notify the Web Designer 30 days in advance. The deposit will be non-refundable in this 

case. Should the deposit not cover the full amount of work undertaken to that point, the client will 

be invoiced for the balance at a rate of £50 per hour of work over and above what was covered by 

the deposit. 

7. Limitation of Liability

Neither party will be liable for breach-of-contract damages that are remote or speculative, or that 

the breaching party could not reasonably have foreseen on entry into this agreement. 

8. Intellectual Property 

The Client will own the website and any visuals provided by the Web Designer. The Web Designer 

will turn over all necessary files. 



The Client guarantees that they have legal rights to all elements of text, photographs, and anything 

else that they provide the Web Designer with, and will not hold the Web Designer responsible for 

any third-party claims. 

The Web Designer will guarantee that they have legal rights to all elements related to the services 

they are providing and will not hold the client responsible for any third-party claims.  

9. Dispute Resolution

If either party accuses the other of being in breach of contract, the accused party will have 30 days 

to address the breach. 

10. Applicable Law

These terms shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England and 

Wales 


